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Process Improvement of Experimental

Measurements� Using D�optimal Models

F� Shahmiri	 and M� Baghban Salehi�

In this paper� the application of D�optimal models as an alternative to response
surface models �RS models� for design of experiments �DOE� was examined�
Two D�optimal models for tilt�rotors in the wind tunnel experiment� as a form
of quadratic functions� were generated based on a chosen optimality criterion�
This optimality criterion was used to generate the optimized sampled points
in the design space in order to minimize the variance of the coe�cients for
the quadratic functions� The main advantage of D�optimal modeling process
is alleviating the high computational burden of constructing the RS models�
Error analysis of the developed models was performed using analysis of variance
�ANOVA�� The ANOVA of the D�optimal thrust and rolling moment models
for tilt�rotors showed that the lateral position of the downwind tilt�rotor relative
to the upwind tilt�rotor is the most signi�cant variable a�ecting the rolling
moment and thrust variations� The results also showed that all the models
were signi�cant with more than �	
 con�dence level�

NOMENCLATURE

A Rotor area

C Blade chord length

CT Thrust coe�cient�T���A�R����

CMX Rolling moment coe�cient
�Mx���AR�R��

��

D Rotor diameter

f�x� Quadratic portion of a D�optimal
model

F � value Ratio of MSR to MSE

R Blade radius

S Wing span

SSE Sum of squares due to error
�
P

n

i��
�yi � ��yi��

��

SSR Sum of squares due to model
�
P

n

i��
��yi � ��yi��

��

SST Total sum of square � SSE 	 SSR

m Number of model coe�cients
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MSR Mean square due to model �
SSR��m� 
�

MSE Mean square due to error �
SSE��n�m�

n Number of response values
�observation�

N Number of rotor blade

�X�D� Y�S� Z�S�Longitudinal� lateral and vertical
location of downwind air vehicle w�r�t�
upwind air vehicle

y Actual response

�y Mean value of actual response

�y Predicted or model response

� Random errors

� Response coe�cients of predicted
model

� Advance ratio � V��R�

� Rotational speed �RPM�

� Air density

INTRODUCTION

Generally� the Design of Experiments �DOE� is an at�
tractive tool for planning experiments so that the data
obtained can be analyzed to yield valid conclusions�
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Planning an experiment starts with determining the
objectives of an experiment and proceeds with selecting
the variables� DOE� execution of the design� checking
the data and data interpretation and analysis� The ob�
jectives of an experiment are commonly classi�ed into
comparative� screening� response surface and regression
modeling� In all cases� the data sampled are used to
derive the �tted models� linking the output and input
�variables�� It has been found that the characteristics
of the �tted models strongly depend on the number and
the arrangement of sample points �	
� Consequently�
DOE is a major part of an experiment before doing
that experiment�

Studies have shown that the most popular meth�
ods for DOE are Response Surface Methods �RSMs�
�	
� Response surface models �RS models� obtained
from RSMs are commonly quadratic functions �second�
order polynomial� in which they �t to the sampled
data using least�squares regression �LSR�� In RSMs�
the data are sampled using classic methods such as
Central Composite Design �CCD�� Box�Behnken De�
sign �BBD�� etc� Each method has special features for
data collection and RS model building� Once the RS
model is generated� a maximum� a minimum or an area
where the response is stable over a range of factors can
be obtained� Recent reviews of RSMs in aerospace and
mechanical engineering are available in the literature
����
 so they have not been repeated here�

In all classic methods� the number of sampled
points depends on the number of variables �factors�
in the RS model� As the number of factors increases�
the number of sample points required for RS models
quadratically increases� Moreover� classic methods are
not sucient for non�linear design space� These are�
in fact� the major limitations for the CCD and the
BBD application in the non�linear DOE� Barton ��

has shown that higher�order RS models �e�g� cubic�
quarteric� � � � can be used for modeling a non�linear
design space� but they are unstable and they need
a broad range of sample points� particularly in high
dimensions� Many researchers recommend the use of
a sequential RSM with move limits ��
� or a trust
region method ��
� instead of higher�order RS models�
In addition� the Hierarchical and Interactive Decision
Re�nement Methodology �HIDRM� is a sequential
RSM that is used to separate the design space into
sub�regions� Then� it �ts each region with a separate
model ��
� Most of the sequential methods have been
developed for single�objective optimization problems
whereas much of the engineering design is multi�
objective� Barton ��
 has reported that the design space
cannot be separated into sub�regions that are good
for all objectives of the multi�objective optimization
problems� Moreover� Koch et�al� ��
 have discussed
about the diculties of RS models for multi�objective
designs� Unlike classic RSMs� D�optimal is a comput�

erized design method� which is suitable for modeling
non�linear design space� The optimized sample points
calculated from the design space can approximate the
quadratic coecients well� The main advantage of D�
optimal models is to alleviate the high computational
expense of constructing models for high�dimensional
problems� For the same example problems with �ve
factors� D�optimal models require at least �	 sampled
data to construct the quadratic model whereas RSMs
consider �� observations at di�erent locations with only
� center points� Comparisons of DOE methods are
available elsewhere in the literature �	��	�
�

In this research� two numerical and one categori�
cal factors in ��level �i�e�� low� medium and high� were
used to construct the quadratic D�optimal models� All
the 	� unknown coecients of the models were esti�
mated on the basis of optimized data points� A total
of �� optimized points were calculated from �	 initial
candidate points using the steepest descent technique�
The candidate points were vertices� center points�
centers of edges� triple blends� interior points� etc� all
of which are located all through the design space� In
this direction� D�optimal models were developed for
the tilt�rotor aerodynamic interaction problem� The
error analysis of the models showed that the thrust
and rolling moment variations had been well designed
with more than ��� con�dence level�

RSM� RS MODELS

Using LSR� RSMs develop RS models by �tting the
sample data� The actual response can be written as
�	�
�

y � f �x� � � �	�

where f�x� is an unknown response function and � is
the random error� The actual response� Eq� 	� can be
written in terms of a series of n � th observations as
follows�

yi � �� �
kX

j��

�jxij � �i i � 	 � � � � n ���

where xij denotes the i� th observation of variable xj �
The ��s in Eq� � can be estimated using the method of
LSR as�

L �

nX
i��

��i �

nX
i��

�
yi � �� �

kX
i��

�jxij

��
���

The function L will be minimized when ��L����
is set to zero� Eq� � may be written in matrix notation
as�

y � X� � � ���
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where y is an �n � �� vector of observations� X is an
�n � p� matrix of the levels of independent variables
�design matrix�� � is a �p� �� vector of the regression
coe�cients� and � is an �n��� vector of random errors�

The vector of least square estimators 	� is determined
in a way that it minimizes


L �

nX

i��

��i � �y �X��
T
�y �X�� ���

This condition is simplied as


XTX 	� � XT y ���

Thus


	� �
�
XTX

�
��

XT y ���

The tted regression model� therefore� is corresponded
to


	y � X 	� ���

The reader is referred to ���� for more details on the
development of RSMs� The process of modeling repeats
similarly when f�x� in Eq� � is considered as the
quadratic RS model


���

kX

j��

�jxj�

kX

j��

�jjx
�

j�

kX

i�j

�ijxixj��i i � �� � � � � n

���

in which there are �k����k����� unknown coe�cients
to be estimated and k is the number of factors� When
constructing a quadratic model� the design variables
need to be evaluated at least at three locations ���
level� of the design space to estimate the coe�cients in
the model� This leads to a ��k� factorial design of the
experiments that requires ��k� data samples� However�
the CCD ���� has become a popular alternative for
the second�order RS models� CCDs are ��k� factorial
designs augmented by the �k star �axial� points as
well as the central points to allow for the estimation
of the second�order coe�cients� For two�factor cases�
the CCD considers at least � observations at di�erent
design points with only a center point� Additional
details on LSR and RSMs can be found in many
documents� including ��� �������

D�OPTIMAL MODELS

In general� there are conditions where some type of
computer�generated design may be appropriate
 �� an
irregular design experimental region� �� a non�standard
model �i�e� quarteric�� �� unusual sample size �e�g�
categorical factors�� and �� the need to reduce the
number of runs required by a standard RSM� The usual

approach is to specify a model� determine the region of
interest� select the number of observations� specify the
optimality criterion� and then choose the design points
from a set of candidate points� Thus� with the choice
of the second�order RS model� Eq� �� associated with
the �D�optimality� criterion the D�optimal model can
be obtained as


y � �� �
kP

j��

�jxj �
kP

j��

�jjx
�

j �
kP
i�j

�ijxixj � �i

Maximize
��XTX

��

����

where
��XTX

�� is determinant of the information matrix
XTX in Eq� �� Thus� nding a design matrix X from a
set of candidate points that maximize the determinant
of information matrix means nding a design region
where the factor e�ects are maximally independent of
each other �determinant of the correlation matrix is
non�zero�� Using Eq� ��� the expected prediction error
for the factors will also be minimized� The optimal
region can be obtained using the Steepest Ascent �De�
scent� Method �SAM� in two phases� The rst phase is
composed of a sequence of line searches in the direction
of maximum improvement� Each search in the sequence
is continued until there is evidence that the direction
chosen dose not result in further improvements� The
sequence of line searches is performed as long as there is
no evidence of lack of t for a simple rst�order model of
the form given in Eq� �� The second step is performed
when there is lack of linear t in the rst step� and�
instead� a quadratic function� Eq� �� is� therefore� tted�
The SAM� nally� resulted in the minimized variance
coe�cients given in Eq� �� Figure � shows a �ow
diagram of the two phases of the optimization process�

MODELING ERROR ESTIMATION

Each approximated model was constructed based on
the results obtained at n sample points� The accuracy
of D�optimal models was estimated using the R�squared
and adjusted R�squared as follows


R� squared � SSR�SST � �� �SSE�SST� ����

Figure �� The sequence of line searches for a ��factor

optimization problem�
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adjustedR� squared � �SSR�n� ��� � �SST �n�m��

����SSE�n������SST �n�m��
����

where n and m are the number of sample points and
the number of model coe�cients	 respectively� The sum
of square about the mean of the actual data �SST � is
de
ned as�

SST � SSE � SSR ���

where the sum of square error SSE is de
ned as the
di�erence between the actual data yi and the predicted
value from the D�optimal model �yi and sum of square
of regression SSR is de
ned as the di�erence between
the predicted values from the D�optimal model	 �yi and
the mean of the actual data �y�

SSE �

nX

i��

�yi � �yi�
�
� SSR �

nX

i��

��yi � �y�
�

����

TEST PROBLEM� TILT�ROTORS

AERODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS

The design problem in question involves the examina�
tion of the aerodynamic coe�cients �thrust and rolling
moment variations� of two tilt�rotors in tandem �ight
model ����� The relative positions of the tilt� rotors
were speci
ed with a total of three factors� Figure �
illustrates the relative position of two tilt�rotors� As
seen in Figure �	 the �ow pattern passing over the
downwind tilt�rotor strongly changes with the position
of the upwind tilt�rotor�

The relative position was parameterized with a
total of three factors �A	 B and C�	 chosen to represent
the longitudinal	 lateral and vertical positions of the
downwind tilt�rotor at three di�erent stations	 respec�
tively� Since there were no su�cient data available	 the

rst factor X�D was categorized into three levels �i�e�	
low	 medium and high� whereas the other two factors
were considered as numeric a factors� Table � shows
the relevant test plan of the tilt�rotors� As seen in
Table �	 the categorical factor was segmented into ���	
� and �� that were considered for the actual test plan�
More details of the measurement setup and scaling are
reported in �����

The aerodynamic coe�cients �CT �� andCMX���
were considered as responses y� and y�� In conventional
set up case	 the total data were at least �� �����

D�OPTIMAL MODEL BUILDING

Initially	 �� candidate points including � vertices	 �
center of edges	 � axial check points	 � interior points
and one overall centroid were considered for the �D
design of the experiment space� Figure  illustrates
the total number of candidate points�

Table �� Tilt� rotor test plan�

Experiment plan

Number of points

�Observations�
����

X�D Low���	 Medium�	 High���

� ��� ��� ���

Tilt
rotor ���

RPM ��	� ��	� ��	�

Reference Conditions

CT �� ����� ����� �����

CMX�� �����	 �����	 �����	

Tilt
rotor ���

RPM ���� ���� ����

Trim Condition

CT �� ����� ����� �����

Figure �� The relative positions of the two tilt�rotors in

tandem �ight�

Overall	 �� sample points were calculated from a
set of �� candidate points using the steepest decent
method� Consequently	 the experimental space was
converted into what is shown in Table �� The range of
each factor	 �a	 b�	 was reduced to a common scale	 ���	
���	 regardless of its relative magnitude� The coded

Figure �� Distribution of the candidate points in the

design space�
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factor is de�ned as�

Xcoded �
�xactual � �x	

�b� a	�

� �x � �a� b	�
 ���	

The mentioned 

 sample points were sucient
for determination of the D�optimal quadratic models
as�

CT �� � ������ �����A� ����
B � ������C ���

�����
C�
�������AB������AC����������AC�
�

� ����
BC ��������
BC �
�������A�
������B�

���	

and the rolling moment coecient�

CMX�� � ����� � ���
�A� ����
B � �����C ���

������C�
�������AB������AC���������AC�
�

�����
BC��������
BC�
��������A�
������B�

���	

where� A� B and C are the coded factors� C��� and C�
�
are the di�erences of levels � and 
 of C factor from
the overall average response� respectively�

RESULTS

The accuracy of D�optimal models� Eqs� �� and ���
was estimated using R�squared relations in Eqs� ���
��� In the case of n � 

 and m � �
� the R�
squared values of the thrust and rolling moment were
������ and ������� respectively� Consequently� each
model predicts the actual response with good accuracy�
Further examination is shown in Figures � and �� As
shown� the predicted values are close to the actual
values of thrust and rolling moment so the D�optimal
models can well approximate the actual data�

The residual values �random errors	 of each model
are shown in Figures � and �� The reference lines at ���	
and ���	 emphasize that the residuals are bounded for
a better understanding� As seen in the �gures� there are
no systematic trends apparent for the residuals� Since
the residuals have no systematic trend� the models have
well �tted to the data� Moreover� the residual plots
illustrate the constant standard deviation in the data

Table �� D�optimal test plan �matrix��

Coded Factor Response

Sample A B C CT�� CMX��

� �� � Medium ������ �����

� �� �� Low ������� ������

� �� �� High ������ ������

� �� �� High ������� �����	

�
�
�

�
�
�

�
�
�

�
�
�

�
�
�

�
�
�

�� �� � Medium ����� �����

�� �� �� Low �����	 �����

Figure �� Actual response vs� predicted thrust�

Figure �� Actual response vs� predicted rolling moment�

so the assumption of constant standard deviation for
random errors is suciently satis�ed�

The plots of factor Y�S versus residuals are shown
in Figures � and �� A residual distribution� as shown
in Figures � and �� shows a trend to lower residuals
as the value of the response increases� It indicates that
we should not transform the responses because the data
are �tted well�

Table � summarizes the results of the analysis of
variance for two D�optimal models� As seen� F� value
of the rolling moment is 
���� The F�value is de�ned
as the ratio of model mean square �MSR	 to residual
mean square �MSE	� It implies that the rolling moment
model is signi�cant� There is only a ����� chance
for an error that a�ects the rolling response� The p�
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Figure �� Residual vs� predicted thrust response�

Figure �� Residual vs� predicted rolling moment response�

value �see ���� less than ���	 shows that factor �A� has
signi
cant in�uence on the rolling moment response�
Furthermore� lack of 
t Fvalue of ���� shows that lack
of 
t is not signi
cant relative to the error� It means
that there is a ������ chance for an error that a�ects
lack of 
t� As seen in Table �� the Fvalue of the thrust
is ����� It implies that the thrust model is� therefore�
signi
cant� In this case� there is only a ����� chance
for an error to a�ect the thrust� The pvalue less than
���	 shows that the model terms are signi
cant� In
addition� lack of 
t Fvalue of ���� shows that lack of

t is not signi
cant relative to the error� Thus� there
is a ����� chance for an error to a�ect the lack of 
t�

The main e�ects �A� B and C� and factor inter
actions �AB� AC� BC� � � � are shown in Figures� ���

Figure �� Residual vs� predicted lateral distance variable�

Figure �� Residual vs� predicted lateral distance variable�

�� and ��� As seen in Figure ��a� the rolling moment
has got higher e�ects in the range of factors relative
to the thrust� Both Figure �� and �� show that the A
�� Y�S� is a signi
cant factor relative to �B� and �C��
The main reason is the occurrence of the interactions
between the factors� which are presented in Figure ���

Table �� Analysis of variance test �ANOVA��

Model Sum of squares Mean squares F�value p�value

CT �� ���E��� ����E��� ���	 � ������

Residual ���E��� ����E���

Lack of 
t ���E��� ��	�E��� ���	 ������

CMX�� ���E��	 ��	�E��� 	��� � ������

Residual ���E��� ����E���

Lack of 
t ���E��� ����E��� ���� ��	���
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Figure ��� In�uence of the main e�ects on the predicted

thrust response�

Figure ��� In�uence of the main e�ects on the predicted

rolling moment response�
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In Figure ��� the interaction term �AB� at the
high and low values of �B�� and �B	� is shown� Here�
�B�� and �B	� are the highest and the lowest levels
of factor �B�� respectively� The non	parallel curves in
this 
gure imply that there is a signi
cant interaction
between �A� and �B�� As seen� the e�ect of factor �A�
depends on the level of factor �B� so the signi
cant
interaction is apparent for each of the predicted models�
The I	 beam range symbols in the graphs are the results
of the least signi
cant di�erence �LSD� calculations�
In the case that the points are all outside the range�
the di�erences are caused by the error alone and can
be attributed to the factor e�ects� The I	beam is
somewhere overlapped� which means that there is no
signi
cant di�erence between the two points �i�e� ��
con
dence limit��

Figure ��� In�uence of factor interaction on the predicted

response�

Figures �� and �� show a comparison of the D	
optimal results with the experimental data� ����� Each

gure has the same value of longitudinal distance �i�e��
X�D � ��� when the advance ratio is ���� The top
plot has been generated by the current research and
the bottom has been taken from ����� In Figure ���
the contours of the thrust model and actual thrust
are fairly similar� As evidenced by the high R	squared
we expect the thrust model to approximate the thrust
quite well� As seen in Figure ��� the contours of the
rolling moment and the actual data are also similar�
As expected from the high R	squared� this model also
approximates the value of the rolling moment changes
quite well�

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper� the application of DOE in experimental
planning was examined through a tilt	rotor example�
Among the several methods for DOE� the D	optimal
model was our candidate due to its optimal perfor	
mance and capability for modeling non	linear design
spaces� The research 
ndings showed that D	optimal
models are that are 
tted to optimum sample points�
The optimized sample points were generated by RSMs�
This was the main di�erence between the D	optimal

Figure ��� Comparison of the D�optimal thrust prediction

with the actual data�
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Figure ��� Comparison of the D�optimal rolling moment
prediction with the actual data�

models and the classic RSMs� Moreover� the number
of optimized sample points ����point� in comparison
to the ��	 data points in 
�� proved that the D�
optimal model can reduce the computational cost with
a minimum number of runs� The analysis of variance
shows that each model has a high level of accuracy�
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